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Abstract 
This project yielded a functional Scanning Fabry-Perot Interferometer (SFPI), which is a critical 
device for measuring the wavelengths of propagating light and their respective optical power. 
Specifically, this SFPI model measures optical power for the red, orange, and yellow 
wavelengths of visible light (594-633 nm). After creating the SFPI, a mount, and a circuit for 
photodetection, testing with a multi-mode helium-neon laser proved the custom SFPI’s 
functionality with estimated cavity length errors of 0.01 mm. With a cavity length of the radius 
of curvature, 43.22 mm, the free spectral range was 1.73 GHz with a maximum finesse of 151. 
With a cavity length of 21.6 mm, the free spectral range was 3.47 GHz with a maximum finesse 
of 86. This success inspired consideration and research of future work, including incorporating 
both dual polarization functionality and a Mini Laser Mode Analyzer (mLMA). 

Introduction 
The fastest realizable velocity in the universe is the speed of light - a fact that optical 
communications methods use to reliably transmit data as quickly as possible. Within the 
sinusoidal structure of light’s wavelike properties , optical communications modulates, 1

convolves, or embeds information into various lightwaves, analogous to any other form of 
electromagnetic and/or radiofrequency (RF) communication.  
 
However, many sinusoids, and thus, wavelengths , constitute the complete optical signal. It is 2

critical to know those wavelengths and their respective optical power. Optical devices must be 
calibrated to specific propagating wavelengths, while limiting optical power ensures the safety of 
all devices and users. Knowing both signal properties allows the system to receive the signal and 
distinguish the data from the enveloping sinusoid. 
 
Thus, it is common to use a special type of spectrum analyzer specifically for measuring the 
power of each optical wavelength (i.e. infrared, visible, ultraviolet, x-ray, etc.) of the broader 
electromagnetic spectrum in a signal . These devices are called optical spectrum analyzers 3

(OSAs). One type of OSA consists of multiple etalons, or Scanning Fabry-Perot Interferometers 
(SFPIs), that distinguish small, distinct ranges of wavelengths within the light. Other types of 

1 Quantum theory says that light has properties of both waves and particles.  
2 Wavelength and frequency are used interchangeably throughout this paper. This is acceptable since wavelength 
equals the speed of light divided by frequency, making them inverses of one another. Commonly, due to scale, 
optics uses wavelength, while other electromagnetic communications use frequency. 
3 Optical spectrum, a subsection of the total electromagnetic spectrum, implies a specific range of wavelengths in 
which the waves take the form of light.  
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interferometers that could be used include Michelson, Mach Zehnder, Fizeau, Sagnac, fiber 
gyroscope, and Rayleigh, among others.  
 
It was the goal of this project to create a fully functional SFPI for calibrating optical devices and 
instructional use in an academic lab. Further, such an SFPI could double as a small OSA. 
  

 
Image 1: The electromagnetic spectrum ordered by wavelength. The model of SFPI created for this 

project measured wavelengths in the red-yellow area of visible light (594-633 nm). 

Scanning Fabry-Perot Interferometry 
SFPIs are able to separate out the various wavelengths of light using resonance. Resonance 
occurs in light when an integral number of internodal distances  of a specific superimposed 4

sinusoid exists within the resonant cavity formed by two mirrors. More simply, as many 
wavelengths of light propagate horizontally from one mirror to another, a specific wavelength 
resonates if and only if its electric field is zero at both mirrors. This occurs when the resonant 
cavity length exactly equals both the radius of curvature (RoC) of the mirrors and other multiples 
of the light source’s well-defined wavelengths.  
 
When a wavelength resonates, its waveform reinforces itself through constructive interference, 
so that the optical power of that resonant wavelength is amplified far more than the other 
wavelengths. Since the back mirror has a high reflectivity , only a fraction of the light within the 5

cavity will pass through it. Of the light that does pass through, the resonant wavelength will still 
constitute the largest component of the complete output power. Thus, SFPIs are generally 
classified as amplitude splitting interferometers.  
 

4 Internodal distance = half-wavelength 
5 The reflectivity of the mirrors was >99.5% in this model. 
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Image 2: Resonance within the two mirrors (r1 and r2) of an SFPI. Erefl represents the light that does not 
fall into the range of the SFPI’s limited measurement, Ecirc/b-circ represent the light circulating in the cavity 

attempting to resonate, and Etrans represents the resonant light heading to the photodetector. 

A photodetector can then convert the light, an optical signal, to an electrical one, by inducing a 
current when the light’s energy creates charge pairings within the photodetector’s diode. That 
electrical signal is then displayed on an oscilloscope, which registers the power as the cavity 
length changes over time. This data yields the final output: a graph of relative optical power  on 6

the y-axis, over wavelength on the x-axis. Usually, lasers will produce multiple distinct peaks on 
this graph for the few well-known wavelengths of light that they emit.  

Aliasing, Free Spectral Range, Finesse, and Spectral Resolution 
When multiple wavelengths of light resonate in the same cavity length, a phenomenon called 
aliasing occurs. The photodetector measures optical power, not wavelength, so multiple aliased
wavelengths’ optical powers can be measured at once. As such, aliasing skews the output by 
making certain wavelengths appear to have much more power than in actuality. An anti-aliasing
filter generally suffices to offset this effect, by limiting the measured wavelengths to only a small 
range around the desired wavelength. All other wavelengths are attenuated prior to reaching the
photodetector, or not registered by the oscilloscope.  

For an optical resonator like an SFPI, its spectral resolution - its ability, at the measured 
wavelength, to produce an output close to an impulse of negligible width and amplitude equal to
optical power - determines its functionality. Two quantities innate to the device determine 
spectral resolution. First, the free spectral range (FSR) is the distance between two resonant
wavelengths or peaks: 

SR F =  c
4d  

where d is the distance between the two mirrors, defined as the cavity length. 

6 Relative optical power is the specific wavelength’s power normalized to the total signal power. 
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Second, the resonator’s finesse, related to the FSR, is: 

    F =  F SR
F W HM =  1−r

π√r  
 

where r is the reflectivity of the mirrors that create the resonant cavity and FWHM is Full Width 
at Half Maximum, the bandwidth between the two points at half of a peak’s power.  
 
A broader FSR and greater finesse both mean that it is easier for the oscilloscope to differentiate 
the two power signals or peaks, and thus wavelengths. Large FSR allows for the expected 
distinct thin peaks of a laser’s output. Aliasing can further overstate an SFPI’s finesse by 
overstating the amplitude of the peaks, making them easier to differentiate.  

Design 

While there are many potential designs for an SFPI, this compact version includes a durable 
structure, adaptation to other measurable wavelengths, and easy maintenance. In particular, by 
simply changing out the mirrors and resetting the initial cavity size to the new RoC, this same 
design could detect any other wavelength in the optical domain. The specific reflectivity 
associated with the mirrors dictates which wavelengths will actually enter or continue to 
propagate within the cavity long enough to have a chance of resonating.  

The Compact Custom SFPI  7

The outer frame, a ThorLabs chassis, consists of four poles that connect three mounting plates to 
hold the optics with fastening screws for easy adjustment. The mounting plate that accepts the 
input signal holds a focusing lens, which takes the highly collimated laser light and minimizes its 
scattering within the resonant cavity, thereby reducing noise. The next mounting plate holds the 
front mirror, placed inside of an adapter with a fabricated rubber ring to secure a flat fit. The 
final mounting plate, initially set roughly 43mm away (the RoC of the red-yellow mirrors), has a 
metal spacer ring screwed into milled holes, with a piezoelectric glued  to the spacer ring, and 8

the rear mirror glued to the piezoelectric. Both mirrors’ reflective sides face one another to create 
the resonant cavity between them.  
 

7 A comprehensive set of step-by-step instructions for creating this SFPI can be found here: 
http://repairfaq.cis.upenn.edu/sam/manuals/sfpiins2.htm 
8 5-Minute epoxy is the best option for gluing as it quickly sets and does not damage the sensitive optics. 
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Image 3: A diagram of a similar SFPI design - the only difference is that our design has the focusing lens 

separated from the front mirror in its own plate as seen in Image 4. 
 
A piezoelectric is a substance, usually a crystal, that changes its physical properties under the 
influence of an electric field. In this case, as a 50-100 Hz, 10 V P-P sawtooth function generator 
drove the piezoelectric, it would slightly expand and contract . This movement pushed the rear 9

mirror horizontally towards the front mirror, thereby slightly decreasing the size of the resonant 
cavity. This change later formed the x-axis of the output graph, and caused the “scanning” that 
allowed for different wavelengths to resonate over time.  
 
Mirrors are also produced with a built-in wedge on the less reflective side, so a small offset was 
made when gluing the rear mirror to the piezoelectric to ensure that the mirrors’ reflective sides 
were roughly parallel. Given the sensitivity of optics, both mirrors and lenses alike, it was critical 
to handle and maintain these optics carefully - especially in the gluing and mounting process.  
 
Finally, a photodiode resides behind the non-reflective side of the rear mirror to measure the 
optical power after it exits the resonant cavity. The description of the circuit and design process 
for photodetection with a diode can be found in Appendix B. Given the diode’s sensitivity to 
ambient light from room lights, the sun, etc., the SFPI also needed a fabricated cover with an 
aperture for the laser path. For the sake of these tests, a cardboard box sufficed as cover, but 
more sophisticated photodetectors only allow desired light to enter through a long scoped input. 
 
Given the necessary precision in alignment, cavity length, mirror reflectance, etc., adjustments 
were absolutely critical following initial testing, in order to maximize the optical resolution.  
 

9 The expansion and contraction corresponded to the increasing and decreasing sides of the sawtooth’s peaks. 
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Image 4: The fully constructed SFPI design. 

 
A multimeter, breadboard, multiple voltage sources, lens paper, gloves, acetone, and optical 
mount/table proved useful in the creation, testing, and maintenance of this design. An optical rail 
could also help to maintain alignment of all components.  

The Helium-Neon Laser  
As previously stated, this design could work for any wavelength, but the specific model of SFPI 
created and tested by this project measures the red, orange, and yellow wavelengths of visible 
light that range from 594nm to 633nm.  
 
A helium-neon (HeNe) laser produces well-defined wavelengths within this range, making it an 
ideal source to test against . As an electrical source or pump adds energy to the helium, the 10

helium collides with and transfers its energy to the neon, which promptly falls back to its original 
energy level. However, as the neon loses specific amounts of energy to return to its original 
level, it releases it as light of corresponding specific wavelengths. Thus, the output of the laser is 
light consisting of a few well known and powerful wavelengths. This all coincides with the 
acronym LASER, Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation - where the 
stimulation (the neon atoms losing energy, releasing photons) amplifies an optical signal in the 
form of light radiation, and emits it.  
 

10 Specifically, a Metrologic Instruments ML-868 Neon Laser was used for the testing of this SFPI. 
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Image 5: A representation of lasing in a HeNe laser, starting at bottom left, moving up, across, and 
ending bottom right.  

Special Design Considerations 
As with any electro-optical device, there were some key considerations accounted for in this 
creation process. First and foremost, safety was a vital concern as working with lasers, acetone,
and any electrical source presents health risks . Likewise, safety was necessary for the delicate 11

devices, requiring gloves, lens paper, “drop and drag” cleaning techniques, and meticulous care.

Along the same lines, stability via an optical mount and table were necessary for the sake of the
devices, and the precision of the measurements. Any minute change or bump, even a nanometer 
difference could vastly change the output by interfering with the piezoelectric’s movement.
Finally, sustainability was a critical criterion in assessing the device - the measurements should 
be consistent and replicable, the materials and setup should be durable, and the device should be
easily usable by Swarthmore students. Especially since the device was designed for use as an 
instructional tool, project advisor Prof. Molter hopes that she will be able to use this device in
her lab. 

11 Moving this project to my basement amidst the COVID-19 pandemic made safety even more important. 
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Results 

Testing Procedure 
Testing the SFPI proved just as challenging as building it. First, the laser’s output, the SFPI, and 
the photodetector were aligned. The SFPI, in particular, was positioned with a three-dimension 
adjustable optical mount to allow for more precise alignment. A milled screw converter needed 
to be fabricated to integrate with this mount. 
 

 
Image 6: The connected and mounted SFPI with the milled screw converter behind it (silver metal). 

 
The positive and negative leads of the piezoelectric were then connected to the function 
generator’s output. The generator was set to its maximum amplitude of 10 V P-P with a 
triangular sawtooth function of 60 Hz. Under this input, the piezoelectric made a light audible 
sound. Another output of the generator connected to the oscilloscope.  
 
The photodetector was then connected to the oscilloscope and both were turned on. After 
ensuring that the photodetector was centered and responded to changes in the laser’s beam, the 
room lights were turned off and/or the cardboard cover was placed over the whole setup.  The 
detector signal was set to its highest vertical sensitivity, both signals were AC coupled , and the 12

detector signal was triggered by the generator signal. 
 
Finally, the laser was turned on and the cavity length was adjusted extremely carefully and 
slowly. First, using an Allen wrench to loosen each frame’s set screws allowed them to slide 
along the poles, but then turning the front mirror’s adapter frame allowed for finer adjustments. 
This process continued until appreciable peaks began to form in the detector signal on the scope.  

12 DC coupling is preferable to verify the photodetector’s ability to register laser and ambient light signals, since 
there will be no appreciable AC signal yet. Then, once the SFPI is aligned, it is critical to switch to AC coupling to 
notice the resonant peaks that are much smaller relative to the DC signal.  
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Image 7: The testing setup with laser at bottom left, mounted SFPI in its right, photodetector bottom 
right, both the breadboarded photodiode and oscilloscope top right, and function generator top left.  

Testing at RoC (43.22 mm) 
Eventually, the SFPI first produced a resolved output (Image 8) at roughly 43 mm - the RoC of 
the mirrors. After finer tuning, an exact cavity length of 43.22 mm equated to an FSR of 1.73 
GHz and a finesse of 151. These results were only possible after further adjustments to improve 
alignment and minimize noise increased the magnitude of the peaks (Image 9). 
 

 
Images 8 & 9: Results at a cavity length of 43 mm showing clear power spikes at resonant wavelengths. 
Image 8 was the first image of resolved peaks seen during the laborious adjustment period - the Eureka 

moment. The yellow line is the generator ramp. 
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Testing at Half-RoC (21.5 mm) 
The other cavity length tested for was half of the RoC, 21.5 mm, another known resonant length. 
This time the FSR was 3.47 GHz and maximum achieved finesse was 86.  
 

 
Image 10: Results from initial testing at a cavity length of 21.5 mm. 

Expert Testing 
Industry expert, Dr. Sam Goldwasser, also tested the same SFPI at a cavity length of 43 mm with 
a less noisy photodetector, a shorter laser, and a more receptive oscilloscope with quicker rise 
times. The SFPI was able to distinguish the longitudinal modes successfully. He reported that his 
testing’s FSR was roughly 1.75 GHz, but the difference in laser could account for the minor 
difference between his tests and the tests above. 
 

 
Image 11: The setup of Dr. Goldwasser’s expert tests. 
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Image 12: The results of Dr. Goldwasser’s expert tests at a cavity length of 43 mm.  

 
He concluded, “The SFPI itself is near perfect. A lot better than the first one I built… it’s 
working remarkably well.” 

Discussion 

Noteworthy Observations 
The best indicator of an SFPIs success is seeing any output with the expected distinct and at least 
partially resolved peaks. As seen below, the change in cavity length of multiple microns 
immensely alters the final signal amplitude and accuracy along the x-axis.  
 

 
Image 13:  Graphs of the output of a single mode laser for six cavity lengths of decreasing error. 
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Thus, the spectral resolution of Images 8, 9, 10, and 12 all already indicate the SFPI’s success. 
 
More quantitatively, finesses of 151 and 86 for the RoC and half-RoC cavity lengths respectively 
are more than satisfactory for an SFPI . Given that the RoC was most closely found to be 43.22 13

mm, it is likely that the test at 21.6 mm could be improved somewhat. Moving the mirrors more 
exactly to that half-RoC of 21.61 mm could move the finesse from 86 closer to the more 
impressive 151. However, this potential laborious improvement seemed trivial at this point in 
proving the SFPI’s success. The difference between actual and ideal cavity lengths as well as the 
output both led to the conclusion that the results reflect a cavity length error of only 0.01 mm.  
 
The results did contain interesting anomalies that further show the functionality of the SFPI. The 
image below shows the function generator in yellow, driving the piezoelectric, while the output 
of the photodiode is in blue. The repetition in the peaks in the blue signal show how small the 
wavelengths truly are. As the piezoelectric moves slightly, the cavity length allows the same 
wavelength to resonate again. Thus, peaks of the same power or voltage occur iteratively.  
 

 
Image 14: A wavelength resonates any time the cavity length equals a multiple of the wavelength. Since 

the wavelengths are nm wide, this can occur often, explaining the repetition in results. 
 

It is also important to note that two distinct resonant peaks occur per iteration. Each peak 
represents a different longitudinal mode of the laser. Unfortunately, it takes the Metrologic 

13 Finesse of 10-50 are ideal for a flat-mirror SFPI, while finesse of ~100 is more common with curved mirror SFPIs, 
like this one. However, both of those standards apply to industry-grade SFPIs, which have been made with finesse 
up to 10,000. 
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Instruments ML-868 nearly an hour to reach complete stability due to the temperature variation 
within the device adding energy to the helium excitation. As such, the two modes are inevitable 
and will inversely vary their power with one another over time as the laser stabilizes. It is 
important to exactly know a light source’s output profile, including all of its modes. 

 
Moreover, expected levels of noise also occurred in the results. Measures were taken to reduce 
noise, in particular from spurious light sources such as room lights, by covering the test setup, 
creating apertures for the photodiodes, etc. However, it was inevitable that some noise would 
still affect the output. The graph below shows an extreme case of the noise’s effect.  
 

 
Image 15: Results showing the added noise influence of ambient light only using an uncovered diode with 
an aperture. The thick blue sinusoid at bottom shows the various wavelengths of room light, the sun, etc. 

Installation Suggestions 
Creating an SFPI may appear to be simple, but the previously stated need for precision in cavity 
length, alignment, and noise reduction creates additional variables that need to be accounted for. 
The list of suggestions below aided in this creation and testing process: 
 

● It is critical when working with highly sensitive optics like mirrors and lenses to use 
proper precautions and cleaning techniques. For this project, the mirrors were cleaned 
with the industry-standard “drop and drag” method, using acetone, lens paper, and Q-tips. 
Keep backup parts in case damage occurs during creation, testing, or use thereafter 
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● When working on an optical table, it is critical to ground the table and key testing 
devices. In initial tests, a repeated noticeable spike occurred within the noise of the 
detector. It was later discovered that the switching power supply within the HeNe laser 
actually created a small current that ran through the table and affected the diode’s output. 
Grounding the table solved this early problem.  
 

● As previously mentioned, the mirrors do include a pre-fab wedge the non-reflective side. 
A sticky piece of packing label proved to be enough to negate this error.  
 

● A short, single mode laser works best for inexperienced users, as it produces fewer peaks, 
which makes resolving those peaks easier for the oscilloscope. 
 

● The cavity length must exactly equal the expected resonant length within 0.01 in to 
appreciably realize the signal. Dr. Sam Goldwasser’s warning noted, “First time users do 
not appreciate how precise the spacing needs to be. But it's less than 1/10th the width of a 
human hair - a few microns. Sliding the mount back and forth will not work.” 
 

● Initially leaving the focusing lens off may be helpful to exactly find a resonant cavity 
length - it is not necessary for an initial output, it just reduces noise and makes the peaks 
more distinguishable. The middle plate of the chassis is easier to move without restrictive 
plates on both sides. Then, the lens can be reinstalled with the cavity length set.  

Future Work 
As previously mentioned, this SFPI design could be used to measure any wavelength in the 
optical domain simply by changing out the mirrors. Also, the need for precision means that the 
outputs can almost always have slight improvements in resolution. Thus, this project presents 
intriguing options for future work.  
 
The simplest option would be to use the exact model created for this project and attempt to 
improve its output. This could be accomplished by finding additional ways to reduce noise in the 
photodiode, attempting to more precisely set and align the cavity length, or finding a less noisy 
laser. Two key improvements would be adding a preamp to the photodiode to heighten and 
distinguish the peaks more easily or installing an optical isolator to negate noise from 
backscattering in the laser. The same SFPI also has many other resonant cavity lengths that could 
be found and tested as well, further proving this design’s diverse functionality. 
 
In a similar vein, the key to proving this device’s success was testing it using a laser, because the 
laser’s well-defined wavelengths determined what cavity lengths were resonant and what the 
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expected output should be. However, with the device proven to work, testing could now use 
other sources with unknown wavelengths. Examples include scattered light emitting diodes 
(SLEDs) and other lasers. It would be critical though to know that the wavelength falls 
somewhere in the red-yellow spectrum of visible light.  
 
It could also be interesting to test this design using other wavelengths of light outside of the 
red-yellow spectrum after changing the mirrors. One issue with this possibility would be that the 
cavity length can only extend as far as the ThorLabs chassis will allow. To compensate, the 
chassis may need to be extended or replaced, essentially creating a new SFPI entirely. Dr. Sam 
Goldwasser’s website found in Appendix C contains guides for many other interferometer 
designs with cavity lengths as wide as 1 m.  
 
Perhaps the most helpful improvement would be creating and installing a laser mode analyzer 
(LMA) to compact the entire test setup. The LMA would use an LCD display and an Arduino 
with C firmware to replace the bulky function generator, oscilloscope, and breadboard. 
Excluding a testing source, the entire device and test setup would be divided between the SFPI 
and LMA, making it easily transportable, durable, and simple to use. This setup would also allow 
for software adaptations to the driver and output as well. Appendix C contains links to Dr. Sam 
Goldwasser’s page with more detailed descriptions and instructions for the LMA - or as he calls 
it, an mLMA1.  
 

 
Figure 16: An example of what the LMA could look like. 
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Conclusion 

Even without these improvements, the final SFPI was successful and could be used in 
instructional or academic applications immediately. The distinct peaks in the graphs of known 
resonant cavity lengths, RoC and half-RoC, are qualitative evidence of the SFPI’s success. The 
FSR and large value of finesse both quantitatively corroborate this claim.  
 
These results were not achieved without impediments along the way. Most significantly, the 
onset of the COVID-19 pandemic forced this project to move from the laboratory and machine 
shop to my basement and Zoom. It is especially remarkable then that this project was able to 
continue. Without access to the instruments of an optical laboratory, finding the resonant cavity 
length and aligning the SFPI proved to be more challenging than expected . Borrowing 14

equipment, scheduling video calls for assistance, and navigating online resources became even 
more important to the project’s success. Likewise, maintaining a safe, proper, and precise 
laboratory space became a paramount concern.  
 
Regardless, the SFPI proved to be a success, perhaps showing how such projects are possible 
even outside of a traditional lab, granted that access to some specialized optical equipment is 
available. Engineers and scientists, like Dr. Sam Goldwasser, do these same types of complex 
optical projects and experiments daily in their basements, garages, and other non-traditional labs 
- a testament to their impressive and necessary work. Their efforts should not be taken for 
granted.  
 
Similar projects are within reach as well, including the addendums to this project mentioned in 
the Future Work section. This project covered optical, electrical, and mechanical fields of 
engineering with future work for software engineering as well. If those proposed improvements 
turn out at all like this project, then they will be rewarding both academically and personally.  
 
In conclusion, the SFPI successfully separated out the various wavelengths of a red-yellow HeNe 
laser, measured their relative optical power, and produced a graph of power by wavelength: the 
original goal of this project. 

  

14 Acquiring and using a precise caliper most successfully provided precision outside of the lab space.  
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Sources 
http://web.physics.ucsb.edu/~phys128/experiments/laser/FSR%20of%20Scanning%20F-P.pdf 
https://www.rp-photonics.com/free_spectral_range.html 
https://www.thorlabs.com/tutorials.cfm?tabID=E9D2D96F-1EFD-4EF0-BB17-FA2CA60F8A8D 
http://repairfaq.cis.upenn.edu/sam/manuals/sfpiins2.htm 
https://www.hamamatsu.com/resources/pdf/ssd/si_pd_circuit_e.pdf 
https://www.renishaw.com/en/interferometry-explained--7854 
https://physics.hmc.edu/private/courses/p134/Experiment%203%20-%20Zeeman%20Effect.pd 

Appendix B: Photodetector Operation 
Initial testing used a reverse-biased Newport 818-SL photodiode and measured the voltage drop 
changes across a load resistor. The specifications for that diode and the circuit for its operation 
can be found below:  
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II Photodlode 
Operation 

When a pholon iS absorbed In the photodfode. an eleclron-hote pai~ ls 
forn:1ed within the d,evice and a. voltage is d.evelop ed ,ilcross tile diode junc-
tion. If the phot.odiode termHials ate connc"CLed a photocuaent propor-
tional to the light inte:n.;my Mll be generated. Me.asuring this photocurrenl 
provides a measurement of the optical power inciden t upon the detector. 

Agures 3(a) and 3(b) shm, • common methods of measuring the pholocur-
tent generated by Ute photo diodc . Iii cl'.Jlcult (a) a bias voRage is used to 
dl'ive U\e current through a load resiStor and the voltii;ge drop is measured. 
TIHs is ca lled the photoconducli ve mode of operation. The bias vollii;ge en-
hances the speed of response and the ltne.ari.ty of the pholocurrent genera-
tion but introduces addiUonal noise aiid dark current. Cireult (b) show ,s the 
use oi a Op-amp Lo enable unbiased pholocurrenl measuremen t. Operallon 
wlth zero bias Is called the phoLovolt.alc mode because the photod iode is 
,actually generati:n,_i:i the bias voltage . Thls is the method used in Newpo.rt 
Power Meters. The foedback resistance in circuil (b} ls selectable. 

6 

R 

v.,. 

(a} Reverse Blas Circ UiL 
Pholoconductive Mode - impro voo 

tlm.e response and li11e:irlry 
(b) O~Amp Cb:Cllit 

Photovoltaic Mod ·- reduced nobse 

F:igute 3-PJ.toJod;/ode Op!!:ro.tlo,ial Cirr:uils 

http://web.physics.ucsb.edu/~phys128/experiments/laser/FSR%20of%20Scanning%20F-P.pdf
https://www.rp-photonics.com/free_spectral_range.html
https://www.thorlabs.com/tutorials.cfm?tabID=E9D2D96F-1EFD-4EF0-BB17-FA2CA60F8A8D
http://repairfaq.cis.upenn.edu/sam/manuals/sfpiins2.htm
https://www.hamamatsu.com/resources/pdf/ssd/si_pd_circuit_e.pdf
https://www.renishaw.com/en/interferometry-explained--7854
https://physics.hmc.edu/private/courses/p134/Experiment%203%20-%20Zeeman%20Effect.pdf
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II Photod'elec:,ror 
SpecHlratlom 

J1od 

Spectra l R11JJi;c (nm) 

l:'owcr DCllsity Avenge MB!:'( w/ 

Power DL"Ilstty, Averugc Meocim.um 
w/o • (mW/cm') '' ' 

Pwsc uic:rgy, M.aximum - wl 
(,1J/cm' )") 

l' lfllsc E1tl!'JID', '.\iaxim1JJ11 - w/o 
(nJ/cm 11) 

Callbrution Um:a taiinty 
(Witl1oui. Attl"Il1<13Io.t 1 

Caltbnti.on UnlX'ft11inty 
t With Attcm11.i.tor t : 

Unifon:nhy (¾Y"t 
Lim:~Jrirtv (%' 
Rise 1'1mc fos.) 
Sbn!II Rcsistan~ ( Mf.!) ltyp l 

Rcvcir:sc Bia::;, MB!:'(imu:m (V)1 

EP (pW/•.'Hz) 

Material 

Acti,,.c Area r'c:nr) 
Ac ti•,c Uiam cte. (cm) 
Sh.ape 

0D3 

Opcrali~ 

I} l'Lpp.li" • .a e11l:irc .sp«lr.11 "" 'JJ'm"" 
2} 15 '"' JI"-"• wi.d11> 
3) Unifrn:miLy '1"'cific"1i.<111 aJIPlies lo <l<t«tiar<dy 

8.18- 818- L 

200 to noo 4 Oto ll OO 

0.2 2 

0.2 2 

0.1 I 

0.1 1 

41% @ 200-2 l 9am, 
2%@ 220-W) am, 1 % @ 400-940run, 
I% @ 350-949nm, 4% @ 941-
"% @ 950- 1100nm 
IIOOrun 
8% @ 200-2 l 9nm, 
2% @ 220-349am, 1%@ 00-940nm, 
I% @ 350-949am, 4%@ 941-
%@ 950- 1100nm 

1100nm 
=2 =2 
,;;O_s ±0 .:5, 
-:,5.9 <2 
~ HI ::JO 
s 3 

0.415 0.2 
SiFioon-UV Silfooo 
l::'1ib11Dcoo 
I l 
1.13 1.13 
Cylinoer Cy~mder 

l'.x:tac:bablc Detachable 

5"C to 50°C, 5• to 50PC, <70% 
-<70¾. RH RH 

~), Cali"aratio::i uru::ertaira'.? ca1> bo ,•med ifupen.dill8 or. the ST mm,;:for st<.ll"Jarrd w:,:·rn:tl:nty , ·orrk tian. 

818&.IR 818-JG 

780 to ]800 800 !O 16.SO 

2 2 

3 3 

o,_35, 0.:35 

0.35, 0.:35 

2% @ 780-9 l Oam, 
2%@ 911- ¼.@ 800~0mn 

1700run 4%@ 2%@ 901-
1650nm 1701- ISOOnm 

S% 
2% @9 11- 51% @ 800-000nm 

2%@ 901-1700nm, 4%@ lcSOnm 1701-l SOOmm 

=2 ¼2 
=0,.S ;:,0.5 
$2 <2 

2:.20 

0.25' 2 

0.6 0.04 

GcrmanillJll la.Jiu rn Galli.um 
Arsenide 

0.071 0.07] 
0.3 OJ 
Cylinoc:r Cytmder 

Defacbable Dcta-chablc 

S~ to 50°C, 5"C to SOPC, 
<7~/4 RH <70%RH 



 
 
Unfortunately, the active area of the diode (1 cm2) proved to be too large for the quick frequency 
response and rise time needed to accurately measure and distinguish the peaks. Thus, we 
replaced the Newport model with a smaller pin photodiode attached directly to the chassis but 
using the same reverse-biased circuit as above.  
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'. lode 818- 1'1(2~ V 818 ,T(2,) 

Spei,tm l Range (run) 200 to 1100 00 to noo 
D::ru;ity, Average Max 0.2 2 

w/ Attcrrru:a.l:N (W/c.nr) 
lk'it!ihy, A\·crage 

Maximum wlo 0.2 2 
fmW/c::ml 1 
P11bc ~11"-'i",!fi', Maximllffl - 0.1 I w/ A tt crui,ator (JIJ/c.m1} 

Pulse Energy Maximum -
0.1 I w/o Attenuetor (nJ/cm=, 
4%@ .200-2'191 run 

Cetibrd.i.ion lin-.:.c:rtai11ty 2% @ 220-349 nm 1% @ 40 -940 nrm 
1 % @ 3:50.))49 run % @ 941- 1100 mn 
4% @. 9:50-1100 nm 
8%@ 200-2E11 run 

C1dibration lin-cc:rtainty 2% @ 220-349 run I% @ 40 -94€.1 nrm 
w/ A kolliillor 1% ~ 3:50-949 run % @ 941- 1100 mn 

4%@ 9:50-llOOnm 

Unifo:rmhy (%Y11 .1:-2 ..... 

Llnt'Srity (%) 0.5 ::±.0.5 

Rise Time (µs) S] SJ 

Shun t Rcs.Ji~e 4 11.0) typ) 2=.200 _2!00 

Reve:rsc, B111s :M.aximwn (V 5, 5 

EP !pW/ Hz) 0.018 0•.0,Jj 

tatecia l Silicon Sil!ic-0n. 
(lJ V l:.nh11acoo)1 

Ac..tiv·eArca cm•-) 1 I 

Shape Wand 1111d 

Attenu11.to:r, OD3 Hutft-ln B11i]t-ln 

I J When enc.mu~ 1ulb hmm aenlcctld. .irul fi 11mg li(i¾ of~cln-e 11!1!3. 



It became difficult to parse the desired signal from induced noise within the partially unprotected 
wires of the photodiode’s circuit. As such, the smaller diode was replaced with a larger PDA55 
photodiode with a built-in pre-amp and bias that yielded the actual results, as previously shown. 
Eventually, for the sake of compactness, the smaller diode was reinstalled and proven to work, 
after adding a capacitor to reduce noise influence and using shorter shielded wires. 
 
The images below are other proposed and attempted photodetection circuits:  
 

 
 

Appendix C: Sam’s Laser Page  
This section includes a few key links from Dr. Sam Goldwasser’s website, Sam’s Laser Page, 
that served as guides during the creation process.  
 

● This SFPI Kit Manual: http://repairfaq.cis.upenn.edu/sam/manuals/sfpiins2.htm 
● Guide to Constructing Cheap SFPIs: https://www.repairfaq.org/sam/laserlia.htm#liacisf 
● mLMA1 Description: https://www.repairfaq.org/sam/laserlia.htm#liasmlma 
● mLMA1 Guide: https://www.repairfaq.org/sam/mLMA1/ 
● SFPI Driver Design: https://www.repairfaq.org/sam/sgsf1p1.jpg  
● Dr. Goldwasser’s eBay: https://www.ebay.com/usr/siliconsam 
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- High-speed photo detector circuit l 1} 

+!SV rn VO 

PD: Hi9h-speed Pm pl"t!lliaruide (5597~. 55972; S.5'J7J, ett.) 
; Two or m.rt r ~ rs ;re OOflnc in ·cit ·s lo lilrir!MC p~~lk:! ~i:i,ititi,nte, 

IC ; AD7~5, LT .300, f!A2 2.S, ck. 
VD" -& x Rf r\1] 

lll!lt High-s peed pho tode tec tor circuit (2) 

Rf 
-~ V 

PD ' High-speed Pm phlll:adlllde 
(SS97 , SS971., S5973, S91JSS, S90S!r-01, ~ -) 

Rt, R, f ; Ocrem-irlcd by rco;imntendc:d condit:iom of th(: 0p ~mp 
JG : AD80D~ eltc. 

Vo= ls~x R, (1 T lL) 
R 

http://repairfaq.cis.upenn.edu/sam/manuals/sfpiins2.htm
https://www.repairfaq.org/sam/laserlia.htm#liacisf
https://www.repairfaq.org/sam/laserlia.htm#liasmlma
https://www.repairfaq.org/sam/mLMA1/
https://www.repairfaq.org/sam/sgsf1p1.jpg
https://www.ebay.com/usr/siliconsam



